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ABSTRACT Optical traps or ‘‘tweezers’’ use high-power, near-infrared laser beams to manipulate and apply forces to biological
systems, ranging from individual molecules to cells. Although previous studies have established that optical tweezers induce
photodamage in live cells, the effects of trap irradiation have yet to be examined in vitro, at the single-molecule level. In this study,
we investigate trap-induced damage in a simple system consisting of DNA molecules tethered between optically trapped poly-
styrene microspheres. We show that exposure to the trapping light affects the lifetime of the tethers, the efﬁciency with which they
can be formed, and their structure. Moreover, we establish that these irreversible effects are caused by oxidative damage from
singlet oxygen. This reactive state of molecular oxygen is generated locally by the optical traps in the presence of a sensitizer,
which we identify as the trapped polystyrene microspheres. Trap-induced oxidative damage can be reduced greatly by working
under anaerobic conditions, using additives that quench singlet oxygen, or trapping microspheres lacking the sensitizers neces-
sary for singlet state photoexcitation. Our ﬁndings are relevant to a broad range of trap-based single-molecule experiments—the
most common biological application of optical tweezers—andmay guide the development of more robust experimental protocols.
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Single molecule techniques have emerged as a powerful tool
in molecular biology, biochemistry, and biophysics. In
particular, optical traps or ‘‘tweezers’’ use optical forces
generated by focused laser light to manipulate microscopic
objects (1)—typically polystyrene or latex microspheres—
and to detect the minuscule biological forces exerted on
them by individual molecules. This technique has been
instrumental in addressing fundamental biological problems.
For example, optical tweezers have been used to understand
the mechanical properties of nucleic acid structures and
proteins, sensitively probe protein-nucleic acid interactions,
and decipher the mechanisms of many cytoskeletal and
nucleic acid molecular motors (2–4).
Generation of the large optical forces necessary to effi-
ciently trap microscopic objects and to counteract the forces
exerted by biological systems (typically in the 1–100 pN
range) requires both a high photon flux and tight focus of
light to a diffraction limited spot (5). The high light intensity
at the optical trap (>1 MW/cm2) thus poses a risk for optical
damage to the biological systems of interest. An early finding
in the development of this technique was that near-infrared
(NIR) wavelengths (800–1100 nm) were more biocompat-
ible compared to those in the visible spectrum, due to
decreased absorption by cellular molecules and proteins in
the NIR spectrum (6). NIR light is now used exclusively in
biological applications of optical tweezers, with 1064 nm
the most common wavelength in the field due in large part
to the availability of high-power YAG lasers at this wave-
length (7).
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0006-3495/09/10/2128/9 $2.00Despite these findings and widespread use of NIR optical
traps, it is well-documented that NIR wavelengths can still
cause photodamage in irradiated Escherichia coli, HeLa,
and CHO cells (7–9) as deduced from reduced motility and
cloning efficiency. Although the exact mechanism for this
process has not been well established, evidence suggests
excitation of molecular oxygen into reactive oxidative
species (ROS) by the NIR light via sensitizer molecules in
the cell (7–9). Studies of trap-induced optical damage have
so far been limited to cells, yet the most common biological
applications of optical traps involve single molecules studied
in vitro. Thus, the potential for photodamage in the most
widespread optical tweezers assays has not yet been
adequately examined.
In this study, we investigate the effects of NIR (1064-nm)
optical tweezers on a simple molecular system consisting of
individual DNA molecules tethered between two trapped,
functionalized microspheres, an arrangement common to
many DNA- and RNA-based optical trap experiments (10).
With this simple assay, we establish that the effects of the
trapping light are detrimental, irreversible, and pervasive,
affecting both the longevity of tethers and the efficiency
with which they can be formed, and in certain cases the struc-
ture of the DNA molecules themselves. We further identify
the components of this simple system most prone to damage.
Moreover, we show that the source of damage is the highly
reactive singlet state of molecular oxygen generated by the
trapping light, and reveal the identity of the molecular sensi-
tizers necessary for its photoexcitation.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
See the Supporting Material for Materials and Methods.
doi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2009.07.048
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Tether longevity
To investigate the effect of NIR traps in vitro, we developed
a simple assay that captures essential features common to
a large class of optical tweezers experiments. Optical trap
measurements of nucleic acids and the proteins with which
they interact usually involve tethering a molecule between
two attachment points: either an optically trapped micro-
sphere and the surface of a fluidic chamber or micropipette,
or two optically trapped microspheres (4,11,12). Typically,
this is achieved by modifying the ends of the DNA molecule
with different chemical moieties that can make specific link-
ages with the functionalized microsphere or surface. Biotin,
which interacts tightly with streptavidin, and a small mole-
cule like the hapten digoxigenin, which binds to its antibody,
are common approaches to forming specific linkages (13).
In this study, we measured the properties of single DNA
tethers with a 1064-nm dual trap optical tweezers (14).
Double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) molecules of 3.4-kilobase
(kb) contour length were synthesized with a single 50-biotin
and 50-digoxigenin modification at each end (see Materials
and Methods in the Supporting Material). Inside a custom
flow cell, these bifunctional molecules were tethered (see
Materials and Methods in the Supporting Material) to
0.79-mm streptavidin (SA) and 0.86-mm anti-digoxigenin
(AD) antibody-coated microspheres each held in an optical
trap, as shown schematically in Fig. 1 A. Measurements
were carried out in an experimental buffer of 50 mM Tris
with 150 mM NaCl. In our first experiment, we measured the
longevity of these tethers under a constant range of tensions
(14 5 3 pN; mean 5 SD) as a function of the intensity of
1064-nm light in both traps. In Fig. 1 B, the average tether
lifetime is seen to be strongly affected by increasing trap
power (measured at the sample plane in the trap holding
the AD microsphere; see Materials and Methods in the Sup-
porting Material), decreasing as a power law with an expo-
nent of 1.66 5 0.12 (c2 ¼ 13.7). Tether breakage was
probably irreversible, based on the limited success in reform-
ing tethers once broken. At all tested trap powers, lifetimes
were exponentially distributed, in agreement with previous
reports (13), and were independent of the tether history—
whether the molecule was held at different tensions or
exposed to different light intensities before lifetime measure-
ment (data not shown)—indicative of a process determined
by a single rate-limiting step. Lifetimes also exhibited a weak
dependence on tension, as reported previously (13), which
was identical across the range of trap powers investigated
(lifetimes were well-fit to an exponential exp( FDx/kBT),
with Dx ¼ 0.30 5 0.1 nm; data not shown).
To determine which components of the tethers were most
prone to breakage, we carried out two tests of the attachment
moieties. In the first, we applied asymmetrical light intensi-
ties to the dual traps (120 mW in one versus 230 mW in theother) and measured the tether lifetimes in the two possible
geometries: SA microspheres in the strong trap and AD
microspheres in the weak trap, or vice versa. As shown in
Fig. 1 B (red open diamond and dark yellow open circle),
the tether lifetimes correlated strongly with the light intensity
in the trap holding the AD microsphere, corresponding to the
abscissa in that plot. In contrast, lifetimes correlated only
weakly with the intensity in the trap holding the SA micro-
sphere (Fig. 1 B, inset) or the total intensity (data not shown).
In the second test, DNA molecules with 50-biotin modifica-
tions at both ends were tethered to two SA microspheres in
traps of equal power (see Materials and Methods in the
FIGURE 1 Dependence of tether lifetime on trap power. (A) Schematic
representation of a dsDNA tether with 50-digoxigenin (labeled DIG) and
50-biotin (BT) modifications held between an anti-digoxigenin (AD, red)
and a streptavidin (SA, blue) microsphere. (B) Tether lifetime versus laser
power measured at the AD microsphere. Average lifetimes of tethers formed
between 0.86-mm AD and 0.79-mm SA microspheres in traps of identical
power (black squares, N ¼ 18–55), and asymmetric power, with the AD
microsphere in the low-power trap (open red diamond, N ¼ 23) and high-
power trap (open dark yellow circle, N ¼ 22). Open symbols represent
tethers under identical total trap power. Average lifetime of tethers formed
between 2.1-mm AD and SA microspheres (cyan circle, N ¼ 29), between
a 2.1-mm AD microsphere and a 0.79-mm SA microsphere (blue X, N ¼ 16)
and between two 0.79-mm SA microspheres through dual biotin-streptavidin
linkages (green diamond, N ¼ 8). Inset: Above data plotted as a function of
laser power measured at the SA microsphere. All tethers were held at
tensions of 10–20 pN (145 3 pN; mean5 SD, N¼ 268). Error bars ¼ SE.
Power-law fit to tether lifetime versus trap power measured at the AD micro-
sphere yields the equation t¼ A PB with A¼ (3.95 2.0) 105 s/mW and
B ¼ 1.665 0.12, (c2 ¼ 13.7).Biophysical Journal 97(8) 2128–2136
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cules exposed to the same trapping light intensity, the life-
times of dual-biotin tethers were enhanced by a factor of
>20 (Fig. 1 B, green diamond). These two results establish
that the digoxigenin-anti-digoxigenin linkage is prone to
breakage, and responsible for the tether lifetime. This is
consistent with the many-fold slower dissociation rate of
streptavidin-biotin in comparison to that of digoxigenin-
anti-digoxigenin observed in bulk studies (15,16).
The strong power law dependence of tether lifetime with
trapping light intensity is suggestive of photodamage.
Although the 1064-nm light of the traps is absorbed by the
aqueous buffer in the experimental flow cell, leading to heat-
ing, the temperature increase with trap power is small (~1.0–
1.45C per 100 mW (8,17)) and unlikely to elicit the dramatic
effect on tether lifetime observed. Fits to the data in Fig. 1 B
with the Arrhenius equation, as expected for a temperature-
dependent effect, are poor compared to a power law (c2 ¼
1005; data not shown). Moreover, as shown previously
(18), heating by optical traps is not localized to the laser focus,
but extends spatially in a weak, logarithmic decay. It follows
that the temperature of the region surrounding the dual traps in
these experiments (that are separated by at most ~2 mm) is
approximately uniform, and determined by the total light
intensity in the two traps. However, our measurements indi-
cate that trap-mediated tether breakage is a highly local effect
as shown by the fact that tethers under identical total trap
power exhibit such disparate lifetimes depending on whether
the SA or AD microsphere is exposed to more light (Fig. 1 B,
open symbols). This point is further corroborated by the obser-
vation that the lifetimes of tethers attached to two large,
2.1-mm microspheres are sixfold longer than those of tethers
on smaller microspheres at identical trap powers (1105 31 s
compared to 205 3.5 s; mean5 SE; Fig. 1 B, cyan circle).
In addition, tethers held between a small, 0.79-mm SA
microsphere and a large, 2.1-mm AD microsphere lasted as
long as those attached to two large microspheres (1105 32 s;
mean 5 SE; Fig. 1 B, blue X), corroborating the view that
tether lifetime is determined by the digoxigenin-AD linkage.
Thus, although we cannot rule out that temperature may play
a minor role, our data are more consistent with local optical
damage as the primary cause of tether breakage, a claim further
confirmed by additional studies detailed below.
Tethering efﬁciency
For our next experiment we characterized the ability of trap-
ped microspheres to form DNA tethers as a function of expo-
sure to trapping light. To determine if one linkage was more
sensitive than the other, we tested two configurations: one in
which the SA microsphere was coated with DNA and the AD
microsphere was bare, and vice versa. An attempt was made
to form a tether for each microsphere in the two configura-
tions independently by bringing its complementary micro-
sphere in contact using the optical traps (see Materials and
Biophysical Journal 97(8) 2128–2136Methods in the Supporting Material). For each type of micro-
sphere we determined the tethering efficiency—defined as
the fraction of trials that formed tethers—at low laser power
(100 mW; power measured at each trap unless otherwise
noted) both before and after 10 min of exposure to high-
intensity (350 mW) light. To isolate the effect of NIR
irradiation to one microsphere, we used a new, unexposed
complementary microsphere for each time point.
Although the initial tethering efficiencies were high for all
microsphere types (Fig. 2: SA with DNA: blue bar 1, bare
AD: blue bar 4, bare SA: red bar 1, and AD with DNA:
red bar 4), they decreased significantly on microsphere
exposure to 350-mW light in certain cases. DNA-coated
SA microspheres, for instance, exhibited much lower teth-
ering efficiencies compared to bare AD microspheres after
irradiation (Fig. 2, compare blue bars 2 and 5). In control
experiments with 10 min irradiation with low light intensities
(100 mW; Fig. 2, blue bars 3 and 6), the efficiencies were
indistinguishable from their initial values. Interestingly, irra-
diating the SA or AD microsphere for a longer time in
proportion to the light intensity (~40 min for 100 mW light)
eventually reduced the tethering efficiency to 0 (data not
shown), suggesting that the rate of decay is determined by
FIGURE 2 Dependence of tether forming efficiencies on trap irradiation.
Tether formation was attempted in microsphere pairs in two configurations:
0.79-mm DNA-coated SA with 0.86-mm bare AD microspheres (blue bars;
~20 mol/microsphere), or DNA-coated AD with bare SA microspheres (red
bars; ~30 mol/microsphere). Tethering efficiencies were measured for
DNA-coated SA (blue bars 1–3), AD (blue bars 4–6), SA (red bars 1–3),
and DNA-coated AD (red bars 4–6) microspheres under the following
conditions: after initial trapping at low, 100 mW laser power (denoted
0 LO), after 10 min of exposure to high, 350 mW power (10 HI), or after
10 min of exposure to low, 100 mW power (10 LO). Each trial involved
a tethering attempt with a new, unexposed complementary microsphere.
Tethering efficiencies were calculated using the Laplace best estimator
(50) (Sþ 1)/(Nþ 2), where S is the number of successes and N is the number
of trials. This estimator is considered better than the maximum-likelihood
S/N, when N is small. Error bars ¼ 95% confidence intervals from the
adjusted Wald method (51).
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were irradiated, the decrease in tethering efficiency was
much more dramatic (Fig. 2, red bar 2); no tethers were
formed in a set of 16 microspheres. Here, moreover, controls
at low power (Fig. 2, red bar 3) also exhibited a reduced
efficiency. Experiments on DNA-coated AD microspheres
displayed a similar pattern (Fig. 2, red bar 5 and 6), though
less severe. In these experiments, tether lifetimes in instances
when tethers were formed (27.35 3.7 s; mean5 SE) were
comparable, within SE, to those of unexposed microsphere
pairs (26.35 4.5 s; mean5 SE), suggesting that this frac-
tion of molecules was not affected by trap irradiation.
In the two cases where bare SA (Fig. 2, red bars 1–3) and
AD (Fig. 2, blue bars 4–6) microspheres were exposed, the
data clearly indicate that the SA microspheres were prone to
rapid, irreversible photodamage even at modest laser powers,
whereas the AD microspheres were relatively insensitive to
irradiation by NIR light. The results for DNA-coated SA
(Fig. 2, blue bars 1–3) and AD (Fig. 2, red bars 4–6) micro-
spheres are more difficult to interpret. Based on our experi-
ments on tether lifetime implicating tether breakage at the
microsphere-DNA linkage, one possible interpretation for
the data is that the DNA detached from the microspheres.
Alternatively, there may have been irreversible damage to
the DNA or the microsphere attachment moieties, resulting
in lowered tethering efficiency.
To test these possible interpretations, we developed an
assay to monitor the amount of DNA on trapped microspheres
in real time. Microspheres undergoing random Brownian
motion in the harmonic potential of an optical trap normally
exhibit a characteristic Lorentzian noise power spectrum
(19). We discovered that microspheres coated with DNA
displayed excess noise at low frequencies (<100 Hz) that
increased with the amount of DNA (Fig. 3 A). Presumably,
this excess noise is caused by hydrodynamic interactions of
the DNA molecules with the surrounding solvent. As shown
in Fig. 3 B, this excess noise can be calibrated against the
amount of DNA coating the microspheres (see Materials
and Methods in the Supporting Material); thus, by periodi-
cally monitoring the noise characteristics of DNA-coated
microspheres, we determined the amount of DNA on the
microspheres as a function of time.
Fig. 4, A and B, show that DNA indeed dissociates with
exposure to high trap light intensities (350 mW). Not surpris-
ingly, given that the digoxigenin-AD linkage was more
prone to breakage in the tether longevity measurements,
DNA molecules detached from the AD microspheres more
rapidly than from SA microspheres (Fig. 4 B, red circles
and blue squares, respectively,). These data suggest that
dissociation of DNA from AD microspheres may explain
the decrease in tethering efficiency in DNA-coated AD
microspheres (Fig. 2, red bars 4–6) because they occur on
similar timescales. However, DNA detaches from SA micro-
spheres much too slowly to account for the rapid decay in
efficiency in DNA-coated SA microspheres (Fig. 2, bluebars 1–3); it takes ~30 min for half the molecules to detach
from SA microspheres compared to 10 min to completely
abolish tethering efficiency. This result indicates that the
DNA itself—most likely the digoxigenin linkage moiety—
is being photodamaged with irradiation. These measure-
ments taken together thus highlight which components of
the two-microsphere DNA-tether system are most affected
by the optical traps. Damage to digoxigenin likely accounts
for several observed behaviors: reduced tether lifetime
FIGURE 3 Low frequency noise as a function of DNA on microspheres.
(A) Power spectra for a SA microsphere coated with 0 (black), ~30 (red),
~80 (green), and ~400 molecules (blue) of DNA exposed to 300 mW laser
power. (B) Excess integrated noise between 0 and 100 Hz as a function of the
number DNA molecules on the microsphere. Each data point represents the
average from nine power spectra from three separate microspheres. Error
bars ¼ SE.
FIGURE 4 DNA dissociation from microspheres. (A) Power spectra of
a heavily DNA-coated AD microsphere (~230 mol/ microsphere) at t ¼ 4
min (blue), 14 min (green), and 34 min (red) and an AD microsphere
with no DNA (black). (B) Excess integrated noise between 0 and 100 Hz
as a function of time for 0.79-mm SA (blue squares), 0.86-mm AD (red
circles), and 0.97-mm SA silica (black diamonds) DNA-coated microspheres
exposed to 350 mW of laser power. Error bars¼ SE from five power spectra.
Red, blue, and black lines are trend lines to guide the eye.
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coated SA microspheres (Fig. 2, blue bar 2), and dissociation
of DNA from AD microspheres (Fig. 4, red circles). Strepta-
vidin is also prone to damage, as attested by the dramatic and
rapid decrease in tethering efficiency with irradiation (Fig. 2,
red bars 2 and 3). However, in contrast to digoxigenin, pho-
todamage to SA does not lead to fast dissociation of DNA
(Fig. 4, blue squares), suggesting that SA may be protected
if bound to a complementary biotin.
Cause of photodamage
The observed decrease in tether longevity and efficiency
with exposure to NIR trapping light points to damage of
the attachment moieties in the DNA tethers. In studies of
trap-induced optical damage in cells, the underlying mecha-
nism is believed to entail generation of ROS by the NIR
trapping light (7–9). To determine if a similar mechanism
is involved, we repeated the above experiments under anaer-
obic conditions, using two different oxygen scavenging
systems: the protocatechuic acid-protocatechate 3,4-dioxy-
genase (PCA/PCD) system and the glucose oxidase-catalase
(GODCAT) coupled enzyme system (20,21) (see Materials
and Methods in the Supporting Material). In the absence of
oxygen, the detrimental effects of the NIR trapping light
are dramatically reduced, indicating an analogous mecha-
nism at play in this simplified, in vitro assay. Dissociation
of the digoxigenin-anti-digoxigenin linkage is reduced,
leading to longer tether lifetimes (350 5 110 s with PCA/
PCD compared to 21 5 10 s without; mean 5 SE) and
improved tethering efficiency in experiments where DNA
coats the AD microsphere, and irreversible damage to the
SA microspheres is all but eliminated (the tethering effi-
ciency for SA and DNA-coated AD microspheres remained
high after over 1 h of exposure at 350 mW; data not shown).
Table 1 summarizes the relative benefits of the PCA/PCD
and GODCAT oxygen scavenging systems, as measured
by the improvement in tether longevity at a high trap power;
TABLE 1 Increase in tether lifetime with chemical additives
Method (N) Concentration Relative lifetime
PCA/PCD (28)* 100 mM PCA; 10 nM PCD 17.05 9.5




Ascorbic acid (41)y 12.5 mM 5.25 1.9
Sodium azide (31)y 100 mM 3.85 1.0
Lipoic acid (18)y 3.1 mM 2.15 1.3
Tris-Cl (25)z 200 mM 1.15 0.4
Mannitol (35)z 200 mM 1.05 0.4
Tether lifetimes with additive were measured relative to those in standard TS
buffer at the same trap power (range ¼ 150–300 mW). Errors ¼ SE. GOD-
CAT, glucose oxidase/catalase; PCA, protocatechuic acid; PCD, protocate-
chate 3,4-dioxygenase.
*Increase in tether lifetime on addition of oxygen scavengers.
yIncrease in tether lifetime on addition of singlet oxygen quenchers.
zIncrease in tether lifetime on addition of hydroxyl radical quenchers.
Biophysical Journal 97(8) 2128–2136the concentrations of enzymes and substrates used in both
systems reflect standardized conditions from the literature
(20,21). Interestingly, the PCA/PCD system seems to elicit
a larger improvement in tether longevity compared to
GODCAT, consistent with its reported higher efficiency of
oxygen depletion (21).
The above results suggest that, as observed in vivo, trap-
mediated damage occurs through the excitation of molecular
oxygen into ROS, leading to oxidative damage of the DNA
linkages. Several kinds of ROS can in principle be generated
from molecular oxygen: superoxide anion, hydrogen
peroxide, hydroxyl radicals, and singlet oxygen (22) to
name a few examples. Studies carried out in vivo indicate
that hydroxyl radicals and singlet oxygen are two ROS
generated by laser irradiation (9). To determine which
ROS is the dominant source of damage in our assays, we
carried out two tests. In the first, we measured the improve-
ment in tether longevity at high trap power on addition of
known singlet oxygen quenchers—the antioxidants ascorbic
acid, lipoic acid, and sodium azide (23–25)—and hydroxyl
radical quenchers Tris and mannitol (26) (see Materials
and Methods in the Supporting Material). Table 1 summa-
rizes the results. Although all three singlet oxygen quenchers
increased tether lifetimes, with ascorbic acid (12.5 mM)
eliciting the largest improvement comparable to that of
GODCAT (an ~6-fold improvement), the hydroxyl radical
quenchers had little effect, implicating singlet oxygen as
the ROS generated by the optical traps.
This conclusion is further confirmed by our second test, in
which singlet oxygen was directly detected with 3-(10-(2-car-
boxy-ethyl)-anthracen-9-yl)-propionic acid (CEAPA). This
anthracene derivative exhibits specific reactivity for singlet
oxygen by forming a stable epoxide derivative via a Diels-
Alder cycloaddition across its middle ring, and also acts as
a singlet oxygen sensitizer (27). CEAPA dissolved in meth-
anol was flowed into a custom sample chamber in the absence
of microspheres, exposed to a high intensity of our trapping
light (1.6 W; total power) for a period of 360 min, collected,
and tested by electrospray ionization-mass spectrometry
(see Materials and Methods in the Supporting Material). After
exposure to the trapping light, electrospray ionization-mass
spectrometry of CEAPA showed a peak at a mass-to-charge
(m/z) value of 355.1, corresponding to a molecular mass of
354.1 g/mol, precisely one O2 molecule more than that of
unexposed CEAPA, providing direct evidence for photoexci-
tation of singlet oxygen by the optical traps.
Although the energy required to excite ground state
molecular oxygen into its singlet excited state (E ¼ 0.98 eV;
l ¼ 1270 nm) is consistent with the energy provided by the
NIR trapping light (E ¼ 1.17 eV; l ¼ 1064 nm), this transi-
tion is strictly forbidden by spin, symmetry, and Laporte
selection rules (28). As a result, singlet oxygen can only be
produced by energy transfer to molecular oxygen through
a triplet sensitizer (29). This sensitizer molecule must be
present to accept energy, store it in the form of vibrations,
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its singlet state. Molecules capable of storing energy in vibra-
tional form are typically rich inp-bonded electrons and highly
aromatic. Inside the cellular environment, molecules of this
character are likely plentiful, facilitating the generation of
singlet oxygen in cells exposed to NIR trapping light. In the
case of our in vitro tether assays, however, the only likely
sensitizer exhibiting significant p-bond character and aroma-
ticity are the polystyrene microspheres. (In the experiments
with CEAPA, the anthracene derivative itself acted as a sensi-
tizer.) To test this hypothesis, we developed a hybrid fluores-
cence-optical tweezers assay, using the singlet-oxygen sensor
green (SOSG) fluorescent probe, which emits light at 525 nm
in the presence of singlet oxygen (30). Our apparatus could
switch between brightfield images of trapped microspheres
and fluorescence images of the specimen plane (excitation,
488 nm; emission, 525 nm; see Materials and Methods in
the Supporting Material), allowing us to localize singlet
oxygen generation at the optical traps and determine precisely
the conditions for its generation.
The results are summarized in Fig. 5, A–E. In control
experiments, optically trapped 0.79-mm polystyrene micro-
spheres in the absence of SOSG produced the expected bright-
field microsphere images but no fluorescence (Fig. 5 A). In
the presence of SOSG, the optical trap itself (not trapping
a microsphere) produced no fluorescence signal (Fig. 5 B).
Only when a polystyrene microsphere was trapped in buffer
containing SOSG did we detect significant fluorescence local-
ized at the trapped microsphere position (Fig. 5, C and D), in
support of our conjecture that the microspheres provide the
sensitizers required for singlet oxygen generation. Interest-
ingly, the intensity profiles of the SOSG fluorescence for
two microspheres of different sizes (compare 0.79-mmmicrosphere in Fig. 5 C with 2.1-mm microsphere in Fig. 5 D)
correlate well with the microsphere diameter and suggest that
fluorescence is localized at the surface. Moreover, the total
fluorescence intensity from the larger 2.1-mm microsphere,
normalized by the microsphere surface area, is consistent
with the higher tether lifetimes observed with larger micro-
spheres (Fig. 1 B). The ratio of fluorescence intensity per
unit area is ~6 (small microsphere/large microsphere) and
the ratio of the tether lifetimes (large microsphere/small
microsphere) is ~6. Finally, when trapping a comparably
sized (0.78 mm) small microsphere made of silica—a material
lacking the aromaticity of polystyrene—SOSG fluorescence
was not observed (Fig. 5 E). This observation would suggest
that oxidative damage is reduced in silica microspheres.
Indeed, DNA-coated SA silica microspheres of a similar
size (0.97 mm) exhibited dramatically reduced levels of
photodamage. There was no detectable dissociation of DNA
from the microspheres over 1 h of exposure to high laser
power (350 mW; Fig. 4 B, black diamonds). These results
show that the generation of singlet oxygen is mediated
by the polystyrene microspheres, which act as a triplet
sensitizer.
Photodamage to nucleic acids
The results detailed above indicate that trap-mediated oxida-
tive damage is local and targets the biotin-SA and digoxige-
nin-AD linkages in the tethered molecule. However, singlet
oxygen is also known to oxidize certain nucleic acids
(guanine, thymine, and uracil) irreversibly (31). Moreover,
many studies have reported singlet oxygen-induced damage
to single- and double-stranded DNA (32–37). To investigate
the effect of trapping light on nucleic acids more directly, weFIGURE 5 SOSG fluorescence in
optically trapped microspheres. (Top)
Brightfield images. (Center) Fluores-
cence images at 535 nm. (Bottom) Fluo-
rescence image line scans. (A) 0.79-mm
SA polystyrene microsphere without
SOSG. (B) No microsphere with
SOSG. (C) 0.79-mm SA polystyrene
microsphere with SOSG. (D) 2.1-mm
SA polystyrene microsphere with
SOSG. (E) 0.78-mm silica microsphere
with SOSG. Scale bar ¼ 1 mm. A trap
power of 390 mW was used in all the
images.Biophysical Journal 97(8) 2128–2136
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ing an 89-bp hairpin sequence (see Materials and Methods in
the Supporting Material). This construct allowed us to
expose its bases at will by unwinding the hairpin with
tension, and probe changes to its secondary structure through
its force-extension behavior.
Fig. 6, A and B, display typical hairpin force-extension
curves taken in our standard tether assay buffer and in
a buffer depleted of oxygen by the GODCAT coupled
enzyme system, respectively. Other than the presence or
absence of oxygen, the measurements were taken under
identical conditions (140 mW, 2 pN/s pulling rate). Under
aerobic conditions, where generation of singlet oxygen by
the traps is possible, the force-extension curves exhibit irre-
versible hysteresis that grows with time (Fig. 6 A). Interest-
ingly, whereas the unfolding curves of the hairpin (where
tension is increased) are the same, the refolding curves
(where tension is decreased) display a progressively lower
refolding force, suggesting that the folded hairpin configura-
tions are identical, but that energetic barriers to refolding
become progressively larger over time with continued expo-
sure. In contrast, all force-extension curves are reversible
under anaerobic conditions, displaying no hysteresis for
extended periods of time (Fig. 6 B), demonstrating a mecha-
nism that also involves oxygen-dependent damage.
Plotting the hysteresis area—the difference between the
unfolding and refolding force-extension areas—as a function
of time summarizes these results. In Fig. 6 C, the hysteresis
area increases (Fig. 6 C, green diamonds) with time under
aerobic conditions, but remains low under anaerobic condi-
tions (Fig. 6 C, red squares). These results indicate that bases
are prone to irreversible oxidative damage when exposed to
the surrounding oxygen-rich buffer, an effect we attribute to
the production of singlet oxygen by the NIR laser. Though
our experiment does not test for damage to duplex DNA, it
is possible that bases in a duplex DNA conformation may
also be prone to oxidative damage.
DISCUSSION
In this article, we study the effect of NIR (1064-nm) optical
traps in a simplified in vitro assay consisting of a single DNA
molecule tethered between two trapped microspheres, an
arrangement that captures many generic features of trap-
based single molecule assays. We show that optical traps
generate singlet oxygen via sensitizers in the polystyrene
microspheres, and show that the oxidative damage is wide
ranging, affecting the chemical moieties that link the DNA
tether to the microspheres and the DNA bases themselves.
Our measurements pinpoint two likely areas of damage to
the microsphere-DNA linkages: digoxigenin and streptavi-
din. Oxidative damage of digoxigenin is likely responsible
for the observed decrease in tether lifetimes (and tethering
efficiency) with irradiation. Damage to streptavidin, on the
other hand, dramatically reduces the efficiency but surpris-
ingly does not reflect the slow rate of DNA dissociation
observed. This result suggests that although streptavidin
may be prone to damage, its binding sites are protected if
bound to a complementary biotin.
Several results indicate that trap-mediated photodamage is
a local effect: the dependence of tether lifetime on which
microsphere is exposed to high light intensities, the increased
tether lifetime when using larger microspheres, and the local-
ization of SOSG fluorescence to the microspheres. Given the
diffusion constant of molecular O2 in water (2  105 cm2/s
(38)) and the lifetime of singlet oxygen in water (2 ms (39)),
we estimate that this ROS should be localized to ~100 nm
surrounding the trapped microspheres, consistent with this
picture. This likely explains why oxidative damage appears
manifested most at the microsphere-DNA linkages of our
dsDNA tethers. However, the DNA hairpin construct also
exhibits signs of photodamage despite not being localized
to the microsphere surfaces (the hairpin is separated from
both microspheres by two 1.5-kb, or 510-nm, dsDNA spacer
‘‘handles’’). It is possible that in cases of high sensitivity to
oxidation such as with exposed bases, damage need not be
limited to the region surrounding the microsphere surfaces.
Our SOSG fluorescence images and controls with silica
microspheres show that generation of singlet oxygen is
mediated by the polystyrene microspheres. Although they
seem to act as sensitizers, polystyrene is not known to absorb
in the NIR (40). One possibility is that impurities in the
microspheres play a role. Another possibility is that the
FIGURE 6 Oxidative damage to DNA hairpin. (A) Hairpin force-exten-
sion behavior under aerobic conditions (without GODCAT): stretching
curves (black), relaxation curves after holding the hairpin folded at t ¼ 0 s
(red), 75 s (green), 200 s (blue), and 220 s (cyan). (B) Hairpin force-exten-
sion behavior under anaerobic conditions (with GODCAT): stretching
curves (black), and relaxation curves at t ¼ 0 s (red), 150 s (green), and
330 s (blue). All force-extension curves obtained at a pulling rate of 2 pN/s.
(C) Increase in hysteresis area as a function of time for a DNA hairpin
stretched under anaerobic condition (red squares), and aerobic conditions
(green diamonds). Error bars ¼ SE from 49 force-extension curves of two
tethers. Red line and green curve are trend lines to guide the eye.
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spheres helps play a role in the sensitization of the singlet
oxygen excitation process. However, due to the lack of
aromaticity of these chemical entities, it is unlikely that
they act as the sensitizer for singlet oxygen. The current
experimental approach is insensitive to the effects of these
attachment moieties in the role of singlet oxygen production,
and further measurements will be necessary to investigate
these effects on tether stability and singlet oxygen produc-
tion. Alternatively, sensitization may occur through a
two-photon process; it has been shown that polystyrene
microspheres do absorb at visible wavelengths (40). The
observed exponent of 1.66 5 0.12 in the power-law
dependence of tether lifetime on trapping light intensity
could indicate that photodamage involves one- and two-
photon absorption processes. It is also conceivable that
a two-photon mechanism corresponds to excitation of molec-
ular oxygen to its second excited triplet state (E ¼ 6.9 eV;
l ¼ 757.1 nm) that is known to decay rapidly to the longer-
lived reactive singlet state (28). It is interesting to note that
in studies of trap photodamage in E. coli cells (7), a smaller
exponent (albeit >1) was measured. The fact that the
sensitizers involved in singlet state generation in cells are
undoubtedly different than in our in vitro assay may account
for the discrepancies in the two measurements, however.
Our findings are relevant to a large class of in vitro optical
trap experiments that involve tethering nucleic acids. Short
tether lifetimes severely limit the duration and throughput
of experiments. More importantly, trap-mediated photodam-
age requires that an excess of DNA be placed on microspheres
to form tethers with a reasonable efficiency. As we have
shown in the microsphere power spectra, however, excess
DNA coating the microspheres also leads to increased noise.
Recent advances in optical tweezers design have led to new
high-resolution instruments capable of detecting conforma-
tional motion on the scale of one basepair of DNA
(14,41,42). Excess noise from DNA-coated microspheres
may thus be an important consideration in measurements
requiring high resolution. Finally, although we have limited
the scope of our study to DNA tethers, ROS may have signif-
icant effects on the activity and structure of other biomole-
cules such as RNA, lipids, and, in particular, proteins (43).
In many experiments probing protein-nucleic acid interac-
tions or molecular motors translocating along nucleic acids,
the proteins are either linked directly or are in close proximity
to the trapped microspheres, and thus subject to the same
conditions that lead to photodamage of our DNA tethers.
Proteins can undergo conformational changes, experience
changes in refolding rates, exhibit reduced activity, and
form cross-linked aggregates when exposed to singlet oxygen
(44,45). Histidine, tyrosine, methionine, and cysteine are
particularly vulnerable to oxidation by singlet oxygen (45).
As we have shown, oxidative damage can be largely
mitigated by working under anaerobic conditions with the
appropriate oxygen scavenging systems. In certain cases, itmay not be permissive to operate under oxygen free
conditions (for example in applications where trapping is
attempted in vivo (46,47)), and we have shown that certain
antioxidant additives can reduce damage almost as effi-
ciently. The microsphere composition can also have a large
effect on oxidative damage. A promising direction for the
future will be the examination of alternative microsphere
compositions and the development of less sensitive attach-
ment moieties—for example covalent linkages using amide,
carboxyl, and sulfhydryl chemistry (13)—that completely
abolish trap-mediated oxidative damage in optical tweezers
assays. Finally, the choice of trapping wavelength may
have a strong effect on the degree of damage, as observed
in studies of photodamage in vivo (7). Although we limited
our studies to a single wavelength, 1064 nm, due to its
common usage in the field, optical traps at other IR wave-
lengths are also used. Singlet oxygen production likely
decreases away from the peak in the oxygen absorption
band (1270 nm) (48). However, two-photon excitation of
the short-lived triplet excited state by short IR wavelengths
(590–880 nm) is also possible, depending on the sensitizer
(49). Future work will be necessary to determine if the
observed effects are as severe at other wavelengths.
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